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EQUIPPED WITH
OVER 40 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT
AND SERVICE
PORTFOLIO
When it comes to Machinery and
Service for Strip Processing Lines and
Cold Rolling Mills, DUMA-BANDZINK is
your one-stop provider.

Premium Air-Knives

A Brief Company History

Pot Equipment

 In the 1970s, DUMA and BAND-ZINK were founded by their
respective original owners.

Core Machinery

 During the 2000 years, SMS group acquires both companies in order
to widen their portfolio in the sector of hot dip processing lines.

Modernization & Revamps

 In 2012, DUMA and BAND-ZINK join to to found the
DUMA-BANDZINK GmbH.
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 SMS Businesspark City in Mönchengladbach becomes the
new home of DUMA-BANDZINK GmbH in 2015.
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Industry-leading results for the application
of zinc or aluminum to continuous steel strips coated with highest accuracy.

DUMA-BANDZINK galvanizing and
aluminizing systems create outstanding coating results due to the
characteristics of their Air-Knife
Systems.
The extremely robust design and
finish follows the aim to guarantee
a high overall stiffness of the system and minimizing vibrations.
A totally uniform pressure distribution over length of the air-knife lips
and quick pressure regulation via

the patented radial controller significantly improve the coating properties - especially in the long run.
DUMA-BANDZINK Air-Knives are
conceived in a modular design. And
many efficiency-adding add-ons
are available according to customer requirements. Moreover, DUMABANDZINK enables investment-effective solutions where needed and
applicable.

PREMIUM
AIR-KNIVES

DUMA-BANDZINK
Air-Knives Features
 Coating deviation +/- 1,75%
@ 30 g/m² @ 160 m/min
 Pressure difference < 1%
@ 1.800 mm gap length
 Pressure regulation < 6 sec.
for pressure changes /
new zinc-layers
 Gap Width Adjustment
 Lip Cleaning Device
 Coated Air-Knife lips
 Contactless Edge-baffles
 Nitrogen-Supply
 Closed-loop coating weight 		
control Electromagnetic
Strip-stabilizer eMass®
 Heat-Protection for AluSi
 Adjustable Sink Roll
(horizontal / vertical)
 Automatic Roll-Scrapers
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INTEGRATED
SOLUTION

The “Integrated
Solution” with
a DUMA Stripping Air-Knife
and eMASS® strip
stabilization from
EMG Automation
The integrated system of DUMABANDZINK Air-Knife + EMG
eMASS® offers enhanced control of
the wiping and coating process using a closed loop control of the strip
position at minimum vibrations to
reach minimum coating weights
and highest coating uniformity. It
combines the best breeds from two
world-leading technologies to the
following benefits:
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 Most accurate zinc coating 		
results
 Very stable strip position and 		
reduction of cross bow >60%
 Air-Knife to strip distance
< 7 mm
 Reduction in coating-weight 		
deviation by factor 2
DUMA-BANDZINK JetPro® AirKnives will minimize coating weight
deviations to +/- 1,2 % under optimal condition. The system will create uniform pressure distribution
over the full length of the air-knife
lips of < 1%. Also, in under 6 seconds, the patented radial controller
will regulate the pressure automtically.

The eMass® strip stabilizer will provide electromagnetic strip stabilization for the complete coating process. The system will reduce strip
vibration by over 50 % and reduces
crossbows by over 60 %. In addition,
the system has been developed in a
variable modular design in order to
meet custom requirements of the
respective applications.
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POT
EQUIPMENT

Overall stiffness and rotational stability are
the key to outstanding coating results.

DUMA-BANDZINK pot equipment
has been designed to achieve maximum rigidity. We strive to not allow
any form of distortion on the bearing seat. That drastically minimizes
vibrations and zinc coating variations. Above other positive effects,
a significant measurable advantage
over competitors can be detected in
our pot equipment when producing
exposed automotive strip grades or
advanced high-strength steel grades
(AHSS). Our new Generation II rigs
and arms are individually optimized
for each line and roll position in relation to the resulting forces.

 Bearing systems
(V-bearings/			
Hybrid roller bearings)
 Rigs and Arms
(individually 			
optimized Generation II)
 Pot Rolls
 Dross Pumps
 Snouts
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Main features:
 Extremely high total rigidity
of the system
 High rotational stability of
the rolls
 Good controllability of
strip form
 Low wear of components
Customer’s benefits:
 Stable strip run
 High process speed (even
when thin strip dimensions
are processed)
 Optimal strip form
 No surface defects caused
by roll scratches
 Longer production campaigns

New Development
In the field of pot equipment bearings we have accomplished a
breakthrough design approach for
a hybrid roller bearing that is capable to run at line speeds higher
than 200 m/min. and strip-thicknesses below 0.4 mm. This bearing
system is currently in the development stage of online production
runs (in cooperation with premium European steel producers).

In addition to that we also supply
dross pumps for cleaning up top
and bottom dross as well as snout
end pieces with individual optimized geometries.
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ZINC INGOT
CHARGING
SYSTEM
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A young and efficient
product for the automatic feeding of alloyed metal ingots into
the melt pots of coating
lines.

New and current operational safety
laws and measures are the central
aspect of this development.
Conventional manual feeding of
zinc bars via chain systems imply
high danger for the operating staff.
450 °C and human operation close
to the zinc pot - in many cases without additional guardrails - unfortu-

nately bring forward many possibilities of injury.
DUMA-BANDZINK’s new zinc ingot
charging systems are highly-efficient, automatic and inexpensive.
They have been designed for zinc
bars at 1,000 or 2,000 kgs. 2 types
are being offered to operate tailored
to your individual needs:

 Ingot charging system with 		
zinc-proof dipping basket and 		
feeding mechanism.
 Ingot charging system for
zinc bar dipping without bath 		
disturbance.
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ELECTROSTATIC OILING
MACHINES

DUMA-BANDZINK covers all areas
of electrostatic oiling - from regular,
cost-efficient machines for applying rust-protective oils via specially
developed machines for the application of different special oils, including Drylube, up to special machines
for micro oiling in the aluminium
industry.

Reliable and rigid construction
of DUMA-BANDZINK Oiling
Machines deliver constant highquality results for the steel and
aluminium industry.
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All machines offer flexible handling
of strip speed and oil layer quantities. In addition, existing older DUMA
oiling machines can be modernised
to fulfil newest standards and stateof-the-art technical requirements:

Special Oiling Machines

Standard Oiling Machine

Oiling Machines for Sheet Panels
In this case, the machine housing is equipped with transportation
rolls which can move sheets of 500
mm minimum lengths through the
machine while a maximum panel
length is not defined. On the inside, the machine is equipped with
grounded pole-rolls with oil stripping devices which are installed opposite the spray bar. This ensures
that each panel will be led through
an already existing oil curtain.

DUMA-BANDZINK
electrostatic
oiling machines offer integrated heating and already a zoned
spray bar. They are designed for oil
coats between 0.1 and 5.0 g/sqm.
Optional Zoned Spray Bar
Zoned spray bars are made of aluminium and divided into zones. As
the zones are controlled via a separate sloenoid valve, spray width
can be adjusted to the current strip
width.

Micro Oiling Machine
DUMA-BANDZINK’s new zoned
spray bar type with integrated heating is designed to apply today’s micro
oil layers between 0.008 to 0.1 g/sqm.

Oiling Machines for SkinPass-Lines
In this special machine model, the
housing is located above the coiler
as there is limited space in the skinpass-line. While piling is provided
single-sided from the top, strip
speeds of up to 1500 m/min. and up
to 5.0 g/sqm of oiling layer may be
applied. Zoned Spray bars are always included. These machines will
always be custom-adjusted to the
existing mounting conditions of the
respective line.
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CLEANING
SECTIONS
Spray Electrolytic
Equipment

CORE
MACHINERY
DUMA-BANDZINK’s Additional
Product Range
In addition to their own machinery
and equipment, DUMA-BANDZINK
offers a wide variety of original
DUMA or SMS special strip processing equipment.
This equipment may also be modified according to individual customer requirements. All core machinery equipment is designed to
increase efficiency and competetiveness for our customers.
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 Side Trimmers
 Cleaning Sections
(Spray Electrolytic Brushing
Equipment)
 Flying Crank Sheers
 Coaters

The quality demand from customers in the Cleaning Section of Hot
Dip Galvanizing Lines is highly increasing. Our system is one of the
solutions to achieve this increased
demand. The technology is efficient
and unique. It focuses on removing
oil and irons in the alkali section
and taking residual alkali away in
the hot water section of the line.
Energy Saving
Compared to conventional electrolytic
equipment, the density in our system
is significantly higher. That reduces
power consumption and protects the
tank against corrosion and it protects
the peripheral system.

Space Efficiency
Due to its compact design, this
system can easily be installed into
existing lines. Productivity is increased by reducing the total length
of the line.
High Performance
The spray electrolytic equipment
improves cleaning performance
dramatically. A proven track record
from worldwide application shows
solidity and long life.
Easy Maintenance
The electrodes of the equipment
can be replaced in very short timeframes. The nozzle unit with the
electrodes can also easily be drawn
from the lateral side.

Brushing Equipment
Space Efficiency
This system from Hotani employs
TOP and BOTTOM brush rolls which
reduce the space needed for conventional side-by-side installations.
That also lowers cost as the system
does not need backup rolls.
Safety
In order to reduce replacement
times and effort, the brush roll can
be quickly drawn out of the lateral
side. The system also has an easy
connector for smooth withdrawal
and replacement.
Low Vibration
The brushing vibration which may
cause marks on the strip surface
and damages on the bearings can
be reduced with the Hotani System.
The brush pressure is kept in sync
on top and bottom resulting in only
minimum vibrations.

 Levelling Machines
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MODERNIZATION
AND
REVAMPS

DUMA-BANDZINK offers a large
variety of solutions for the individual
requirements of their customers a one-stop competence center.

The Approach
 Integration of Core Machinery
into existing lines
 Individual Mechanical
Revamps and Upgrades
 “Boutique” Approach to
Modernisations and
Project Management

Upgrades of Safety Infrastructures

New mandrels for CPL

New scrap-removal in CAL

New furnace-snout for CAL-CGL mix operation

Integration of new cleaning section into CGL

New Mandrels for Ruukki
Metals Oy

Improving the Cleaning
Section of a CGL at
SALZGITTER Flachstahl
GmbH

The client had many failures with
the existing roll wrappers at the
exit side of the pickling line. The
replacement with new slotted
mandrels, including other auxiliary
equipment (such as threading of
the strip head and tail ends in and
out and new hydraulic valve stands
for both mandrels), was performed
in two steps while the line was running.
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Salzgitter purchased new strip
cleaning technology for their
CGL#2 and DUMA-BANDZINK
made the successful integration
possible. The works included the
layout and modification of the process and instrumentation equipment as well as new tanks, pumps,
ventilation system, steel works,
erection and supervision of works
on site.
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SERVICE
DUMA-BANDZINK are a very service-driven company.
The customers’ needs are extremely important to everyone in
our staff. DUMA-BANDZINK is dedicated to providing full service
in the areas of spare parts, repairs and technical support.

Spare Parts

Coating Services

For any equipment that DUMABANDZINK is providing, naturally
a full range of spare parts is being
offered. Stocked for shipment and
installation at short notice, the
parts are available at once to secure the quickest possible repair
and to ensure earliest continuation or restart of the customer´s
line. In close cooperation with
various SMS Siemag Service locations in Asia, the Americas and
Europe frequently needed spare
parts are also held on stock locally.

DUMA-BANDZINK now fulfils numerous coating specifications for
galvanizing and aluminizing. This
includes optimized anti-adhesion
properties against Zn/Al and creates an improved thermal-shock
and cycling properties.

Repair Services
We possess our own extensive
machining, welding and assembly capacities in order to offer
roll and equipment repairs to our
customers. Key focus and knowhow lies in the field of pot equipment for HDGLs, but we are also
serving the industry long enough
for having gained enough expertise in the refurbishment of other
equipment and process rolls like
furnace and conductor rolls as
well.
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Also, DUMA-BANDZINK offers
numerous reknowned coating
possibilities (for example HVOF or
APS) for zinc bath rolls, pot rolls,
furnace and conductor rolls - to
name only a few. Primarily, we
use tungsten carbide, chromium
carbide, cobald-chromium compounds, ceramics, super alloys
and cermets.

Technical consulting
We constantly offer engineering
assistance with our most-modern
CAE tools, material development
and optimization and on-site fact
finding consulting activities to our
customers worldwide.

Repair and Coating Services
for the following roll types
and features
Zinc bath rolls:
 Non-stick coatings against
Zn/Al buildups
 Extremely high wear
resistance

Furnace rolls:
 High resistance to Fe and
Mn/Si buildups
 Oxidation and wear resistance
up to a temperature of 950° C

Conductor rolls:
 Outstanding corrosion resis-		
tance (chemical or electrical)
 Extension of lifetime of
conductor rolls (in terms of 		
grinding)

Pot rolls:
 New coating specifications for
galvanizing and aluminizing
 Optimized anti-adhesion
properties against Zn/Al
 Improved thermal-shock /
cycling properties
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DUMA-BANDZINK GmbH
Blumenberger Str. 143-145
41061 Mönchengladbach
Germany
Phone: +49 2161 57 92 - 0
Fax: +49 2161 57 92 - 188
www.duma-bandzink.com, info@duma-bandzink.com

Get In Touch
with Us!

In addition to the headquarters
in Mönchengladbach, Germany,
many service locations (also
offering coating services) and
sales and distribution offices
have been established globally
in order to always provide you
with quick and efficient services
and solutions. Feel free to contact our headquarters in Germany for the most convenient
location near you to fulfil your
requirements regarding all of
DUMA-BANDZINK‘s products
and services.
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